SENATE BILL 10-106

BY SENATOR(S) Bacon, Boyd, Newell, Sandoval, Carroll M., Hudak, Romer, Schwartz, Shaffer B., White, Williams; also REPRESENTATIVE(S) Looper, Apuan, Casso, Court, Curry, Ferrandino, Fischer, Gagliardi, Hullinghorst, Labuda, McFadyen, Primavera, Riesberg, Schafer S., Solano, Summers, Todd, Vigil.

AN ACT

CONCERNING THE CREATION OF A FOOD SYSTEMS ADVISORY COUNCIL, AND MAKING AN APPROPRIATION THEREFOR.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. Title 24, Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW ARTICLE to read:

ARTICLE 37.3
Colorado Food Systems Advisory Council

24-37.3-101. Legislative declaration. (1) The general assembly hereby finds and declares that:

(a) In September 2009, the Federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention reported that no state in the United States was meeting national goals for the amount of fruits and vegetables that Americans should be eating. As a result, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention identified the creation of food policy councils, consisting of multi-stakeholder organizations, as an effective way to support system changes to improve local, regional, and state food economies.

(b) Food councils formed in other states have been effective in bringing together a broad array of food-related government and nongovernment constituencies to employ a food systems approach that facilitates evaluation and program development at every stage of the food process from farm to table;

Capital letters indicate new material added to existing statutes; dashes through words indicate deletions from existing statutes and such material not part of act.
(c) Formation of a state food advisory council is intended to benefit Colorado agriculturists and others involved in all aspects of agricultural production;

(d) Creation of a state food advisory council will provide increased focus on the economic development opportunities of Colorado’s food system along with improvements to agricultural production, community well-being, and public health;

(e) Nothing in this article is intended to impede, cause harm to, or limit conventionally produced agricultural products or the persons who produce them.

(2) The general assembly further finds that building local, regional, and state food economies will create jobs, stimulate statewide economic development, and circulate money from local food sales within local communities. The general assembly finds that building robust, resilient, and long-term local food economies in Colorado will preserve and protect the natural environment, increase consumer access to fresh, healthy, and safe foods, and provide greater food security for all Coloradans.

24-37.3-102. Colorado food systems advisory council - created - membership - terms - vacancies. (1) There is hereby established in the department of agriculture the Colorado food systems advisory council, referred to in this article as the "council". The council is created as an advisory committee to foster a healthy food supply available to all Colorado residents while enhancing the state’s agricultural and natural resources, encouraging economic growth, expanding the viability of agriculture, and improving the health of our communities and residents. The council’s role is to make recommendations to the general assembly and to the appropriate regulatory agencies, not to create policy. The council shall use a method of dialogue and consensus decision-making to arrive at its recommendations.

(2) The council consists of thirteen members as follows:

(a) The executive director, or his or her designee, of each of the following state departments:

(I) The department of public health and environment;

(II) The department of agriculture;

(III) The department of human services;

(IV) The department of education;

(b) Nine members appointed by the governor who represent and have expertise in one of five functional areas of food systems, as follows:
(I) TWO MEMBERS WHO REPRESENT NUTRITION AND HEALTH;

(II) THREE MEMBERS WHO REPRESENT AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION;

(III) TWO MEMBERS WHO REPRESENT FOOD WHOLESALERS OR FOOD RETAILERS;

(IV) ONE MEMBER WHO REPRESENTS ANTI-HUNGER AND FOOD ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS;

(V) ONE MEMBER WHO IS KNOWLEDGEABLE ABOUT A LOCAL, STATE, OR FEDERAL AGENCY AND WHO HAS EXPERTISE IN RURAL COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS OR COMMUNITY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS.

(3) IN MAKING APPOINTMENTS TO THE COUNCIL, THE GOVERNOR SHALL ENSURE THAT THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE COUNCIL INCLUDES GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION FROM ALL AREAS OF THE STATE. THE GOVERNOR SHALL ALSO CONSIDER APPOINTING PERSONS WHO HAVE EXPERTISE IN MORE THAN ONE FUNCTIONAL AREA. NO MORE THAN FIVE MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL APPOINTED BY THE GOVERNOR SHALL BE MEMBERS OF THE SAME POLITICAL PARTY.

(4) EACH MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL WHO IS APPOINTED PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION SHALL SERVE AT THE PLEASURE OF THE APPOINTING AUTHORITY WHO APPOINTED THE MEMBER. EACH MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL SHALL SERVE A THREE-YEAR TERM; EXCEPT THAT THE GOVERNOR SHALL APPOINT FOUR MEMBERS TO SERVE TWO-YEAR TERMS.

(5) THE APPOINTING AUTHORITIES SHALL MAKE THEIR INITIAL APPOINTMENTS TO THE COUNCIL NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 1, 2010.

(6) ANY VACANCY ON THE COUNCIL SHALL BE FILLED IN THE SAME MANNER IN WHICH THE ORIGINAL APPOINTMENT WAS MADE, AND THE TERM SHALL BE FOR THE BALANCE OF THE UNEXPIRED TERM OF THE MEMBER WHOSE TERM IS VACANT.

(7) A MAJORITY OF THE MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL SHALL ELECT A CHAIR AND A VICE-CHAIR WHO SHALL SERVE FOR TWO-YEAR TERMS. A MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL WHO IS AN EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF A STATE DEPARTMENT OR HIS OR HER DESIGNEE MAY BE ELECTED TO BE A CHAIR OR A VICE-CHAIR OF THE COUNCIL, BUT BOTH POSITIONS SHALL NOT BE HELD AT THE SAME TIME BY MEMBERS WHO ARE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS OF STATE DEPARTMENTS OR THEIR DESIGNEES.

(8) EACH MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL SHALL SERVE WITHOUT COMPENSATION, BUT MAY BE REIMBURSED FROM THE FOOD SYSTEMS ADVISORY COUNCIL FUND CREATED IN SECTION 24-37.3-105 FOR ACTUAL AND NECESSARY SUBSISTENCE AND TRAVEL EXPENSES INCURRED IN THE PERFORMANCE OF HIS OR HER DUTIES AS A MEMBER OF THE COUNCIL.

(9) THE CHAIR SHALL CALL THE MEETINGS AND NOTIFY THE MEMBERS OF EACH MEETING BEING CALLED AT LEAST SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE. MEETINGS SHALL BE HELD AS OFTEN AS THE CHAIR DEEMS NECESSARY, BUT NOT LESS THAN FOUR TIMES
EACH CALENDAR YEAR. A QUORUM FOR THE TRANSACTION OF BUSINESS CONSISTS OF SEVEN MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL.

24-37.3-103. Council - purpose and duties. (1) THE PURPOSE OF THE COUNCIL IS TO:

(a) IDENTIFY AND USE EXISTING STUDIES OF THE FOOD SYSTEM AND EXAMPLES OF BEST PRACTICES, WHENEVER POSSIBLE;

(b) WORK WITH OTHER TASK FORCES, COMMITTEES, OR ORGANIZATIONS THAT ARE PURSUING INITIATIVES OR STUDIES SIMILAR TO THE PURPOSES AND DUTIES OUTLINED IN THIS ARTICLE AND DEVELOP RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER TASK FORCES, COMMITTEES, OR ORGANIZATIONS TO COLLABORATE ON SIMILAR EFFORTS;

(c) DEVELOP LOCAL FOOD RECOMMENDATIONS THAT PROMOTE THE BUILDING OF ROBUST, RESILIENT, AND LONG-TERM LOCAL FOOD ECONOMIES;

(d) DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING HUNGER AND FOOD ACCESS;

(e) COLLABORATE WITH, SERVE AS A RESOURCE TO, AND RECEIVE INPUT FROM LOCAL AND REGIONAL FOOD POLICY COUNCILS IN THE STATE;

(f) COLLABORATE WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE IN PROMOTING THE MARKETING PROGRAM KNOWN AS "COLORADO PROUD", WHICH HELPS CONSUMERS, RESTAURANTS, AND RETAILERS TO IDENTIFY AND PURCHASE COLORADO FOOD AND AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS; AND

(g) DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACTIONS THAT STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, BUSINESSES, AGRICULTURISTS, AND CONSUMERS CAN TAKE TO BUILD ROBUST, RESILIENT, AND LONG-TERM LOCAL FOOD ECONOMIES.

(2) IN DEVELOPING ITS RECOMMENDATIONS, THE COUNCIL SHALL CONSIDER, BUT NOT BE LIMITED TO, THE FOLLOWING AREAS OF INTEREST:

(a) (I) AN EXAMINATION OF FOODS MADE AVAILABLE TO CHILDREN, INCLUDING THOSE IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS, AND CONSIDERATION OF WAYS TO IMPROVE THE NUTRITIONAL QUALITY OF THOSE FOODS AND INCREASE CHILDREN'S ACCESS TO LOCALLY GROWN FOODS.

(II) IN DESIGNING RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE SCHOOL NUTRITION AND INCREASE ACCESS TO LOCALLY GROWN FOODS, THE COUNCIL SHALL INCORPORATE INPUT FROM, AND COORDINATE WITH THE WORK OF, THE COLORADO CAMPAIGN TO END CHILDHOOD HUNGER BY 2015, INITIATED BY EXECUTIVE ORDER OF THE GOVERNOR.

(b) A STUDY OF EFFORTS TO MAKE LOCAL, HEALTHY, AND SAFE FOODS AVAILABLE UNDER PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS, INCLUDING THE POSSIBILITY OF USING ELECTRONIC BENEFIT CARDS FOR THE SUPPLEMENTAL NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (SNAP) AND FEDERAL FARMERS' MARKET NUTRITION PROGRAM (FMNP) COUPONS AT LOCAL FARMERS' MARKETS;
(c) An in-depth examination of local and regional efforts to strengthen and develop robust, resilient, and long-term local food economies by supporting and promoting urban, suburban, and rural agricultural production; identifying and developing solutions to regulatory and policy barriers; and strengthening local infrastructure and entrepreneurial efforts;

(d) The potential impacts that the production of local, healthy, and safe foods would have on economic development in Colorado, including both the direct impacts for the producers of local food and the actual and potential indirect impacts, such as encouraging restaurants to feature locally raised agricultural products and promoting food and wine tourism; and

(e) Any other issues the council, by consensus, considers pertinent.

24-37.3-104. Subcommittees of the council. (1) (a) The council may create subcommittees, as the council deems necessary, to carry out the work of the council. These subcommittees may include but are not limited to:

(I) Local and regional food councils;

(II) Local government;

(III) School districts, the members of which shall include persons with expertise in nutrition and in school financing; and

(IV) A coordination subcommittee to collaborate with other task forces, committees, and organizations, including the interagency farm-to-school coordination task force created in section 22-82.6-104, C.R.S.

(b) The subcommittees shall include representatives of the council and may include persons appointed by the chair and the vice-chair of the council who are not members of the council.

(2) The council may engage in any other activity the council determines is necessary to accomplish the purposes outlined in this article.

24-37.3-105. Fund - acceptance of gifts, grants, or donations. (1) For the purposes of carrying out the duties of the council, the council is authorized to seek and accept gifts, grants, or donations, including in-kind donations, from private or public sources for the purposes of this article; except that the council may not accept a gift, grant, or donation that is subject to conditions that are inconsistent with this article or any other law of the state. The council may accept in-kind donations of staff services from the private sector to staff the council. The council is also authorized to accept and expend federal funds available for food policy councils. All private and public moneys received through gifts, grants, or donations shall be transmitted to the state treasurer, who
SHALL CREDIT THE SAME TO THE FOOD SYSTEMS ADVISORY COUNCIL FUND, WHICH FUND IS HEREBY CREATED AND REFERRED TO IN THIS SECTION AS THE "FUND". THE MONEYS IN THE FUND SHALL BE SUBJECT TO ANNUAL APPROPRIATION BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY TO THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOR ALLOCATION TO THE COUNCIL FOR THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH IMPLEMENTING THIS ARTICLE. ANY MONEYS IN THE FUND NOT EXPENDED FOR THE PURPOSE OF THIS ARTICLE MAY BE INVESTED BY THE STATE TREASURER AS PROVIDED BY LAW. ALL INTEREST AND INCOME DERIVED FROM THE INVESTMENT AND DEPOSIT OF MONEYS IN THE FUND SHALL BE CREDITED TO THE FUND. ANY UNEXPENDED AND UNENCUMBERED MONEYS REMAINING IN THE FUND AT THE END OF A FISCAL YEAR SHALL REMAIN IN THE FUND AND SHALL NOT REVERT OR BE CREDITED OR TRANSFERRED TO THE GENERAL FUND OR ANOTHER FUND; EXCEPT THAT, IF, AT THE TIME THIS ARTICLE IS REPEALED PURSUANT TO SECTION 24-37.3-107, THE FUND CONTAINS A BALANCE OF UNENCUMBERED AND UNEXPENDED MONEYS, THOSE MONEYS SHALL REVERT TO THE GENERAL FUND.

(2) Moneys in the fund may be used for the following purposes:
   
   (a) The actual and necessary expenses incurred by members of the council for serving on the council;

   (b) The costs of staffing the council; and

   (c) The costs of preparing and submitting the annual report required by section 24-37.3-106.

(3) It is the intent of the general assembly that no moneys from the general fund be appropriated for the council. It is also the intent of the general assembly that no state employees be hired to implement this article and that the administrative costs of providing fiscal support to the council be absorbed by the department of agriculture.

(4) If the council does not receive sufficient moneys through gifts, grants, and donations pursuant to subsection (1) of this section to carry out the duties of the council, the council shall not meet and shall not prepare an annual report pursuant to section 24-37.3-106 until such time as sufficient moneys become available.

24-37.3-106. Reports - recommendations. Commencing October 1, 2011, and on or before October 1 of each year thereafter, the council shall report its findings and recommendations, including any legislative proposals or proposals for administrative action, to the general assembly, the governor, and the commissioner of agriculture pursuant to section 24-1-136 (9). No later than January 31, 2012, and every January thereafter, the council shall also report its findings and recommendations, including any legislative proposals, to the house health and human services committee; the senate health and human services committee; the house agriculture, livestock, and natural resources committee; and the senate agriculture and natural resources committee or their successor committees.
24-37.3-107. Repeal of article. This article is repealed, effective July 1, 2013. Prior to such repeal, the food systems advisory council shall be reviewed as provided for in section 2-3-1203, C.R.S.

SECTION 2. 2-3-1203 (3) (z), Colorado Revised Statutes, is amended by the addition of a new subparagraph to read:

2-3-1203. Sunset review of advisory committees. (3) The following dates are the dates for which the statutory authorization for the designated advisory committees is scheduled for repeal:

(z) July 1, 2013:

(Vi) The Colorado food systems advisory council created in section 24-37.3-102, C.R.S.

SECTION 3. Appropriation. In addition to any other appropriation, there is hereby appropriated, out of any moneys in the food systems advisory council fund created in section 24-37.3-105, Colorado Revised Statutes, not otherwise appropriated, to the department of agriculture, for allocation to the Colorado food systems advisory council, for the fiscal year beginning July 1, 2010, the sum of twenty-two thousand five hundred thirty-one dollars ($22,531) cash funds, or so much thereof as may be necessary, for the implementation of this act.

SECTION 4. Act subject to petition - effective date. This act shall take effect at 12:01 a.m. on the day following the expiration of the ninety-day period after final adjournment of the general assembly (August 11, 2010, if adjournment sine die is on May 12, 2010); except that, if a referendum petition is filed pursuant to section 1 (3) of article V of the state constitution against this act or an item, section, or part of this act within such period, then the act, item, section, or part shall not take effect unless approved by the people at the general election to be held in November 2010 and shall take effect on the date of the official declaration of the vote thereon by the governor.

Approved: May 26, 2010